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Mike Russ Entertainments Group has the perfect solution!
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What we have to offer you and your events
Our commitment to provide the best in professional entertainment for all types of venues including corporate

events, high-end and luxury weddings, private parties, charity events, gala dinners has never altered. From day one

of our commitment to professionalism, reliability and sheer hard work has been the basis of our success and

allowed our reputation  to spread throughout the UK and Globally 

Mike Russ Entertainments is an award winning Talent & Live Entertainment Booking Agency based in London that

supplies 1st class Acts and corporate entertainment throughout the UK & Globally.  Our winning formula of a large

selection of professional artists, bands, magicians, musicians, celebrities, meet & greet acts and even circus acts, a

wide price range, and the �exibility to adapt to your requirements makes Mike Russ Entertainments Group the no 1

choice for premier entertainment.

With over 37 years experience, our portfolio of singers, functions bands, comedians, magicians, celebrities, reality

stars, celebrity dj’s and much more will leave you spoilt for choice. We provide the best entertainers and performers

for all types of corporate functions and our tailored wedding packages are something to behold.  

Why Choose Mike Russ Entertainments (MRE) Group Ltd:

Our knowledge, experience, creativity and friendly approach make us the most sought after entertainment company

in the UK. So whatever you are looking for to make your event extra special, talk to us… Mike Russ Entertainments

UK has the perfect solution.

We carefully choose and hand pick all our acts and performers . 
We are Live Music Experts with 39 years experience in the business.
We have a huge range of Acts and Performers.
24 Hour Support.
We keep our Prices realistic.
We issue legally bounding contracts to all bookers.   
All our Performers are contracted and if due to illness or other issues you have the security of a back up
on the ready We ensure all acts arrive on time and carry out full sound checks.
Dealing with MRE Group Ltd gives you the reliability and security of dealing with a highly professional
agency where our acts will not let you down.   
A Member of the management team assigned to your Event or Wedding and will over see the
entertainment booked with nd giving you of the personal touch dealing with the same Account Manager

Why you should choose MRE Group Ltd
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If they are extremely bad on the �rst booking

or sound like a workings man club act then

they receive an email   sadly declining but we

always add constructive feedback. 

auditioningRoss Sykes our CEO and Founder

of the company has a unique in auditioning

acts who want to be represented by Mike

Russ Entertainments. If an act approaches us

then a quick search of the act is carried out

ro see if they are anywhere near the level of

high standards. We then ask for 3 public

engagements that they have been booked to

perform. We always go to the �rst booking

undercover and they have a number of things

that they have to pass. If they are great the

�rst time we go and see them on the second

booking and if they maintain the standard

that we saw on the �rst booking we present

ourselves at the end of the show

Mike Russ Entertainments Group has a

unique in either �nding great acts or acts

who normally will get in touch about coming

on board with us. The majority of agents will

normally ask to see video footage and if its

good will take them on without any auditions

to take place

How do we recruit our performers? 
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Ross Sykes accidentally came in to the music and entertainment industry whilst working on board the QE2 and was

entered a singing competition; crew v passengers and came second, He was offered a 6 weeks trial performing with

the resident band. He accepted this on the basis that he wouldn’t have to leave the QE2 and still a full time with

Cunard Line Ltd. A month before his debut performance, Ross had dancing lessons as well vocal coaching sessions.

He decided to change his name like all the other performers to Mike Russ, after his godson who was christened

Michael Russell. Ross remained on the QE2 for 9 years before venturing out in the big wide world. In 2000 Ross had

to retire due to a serious health issues and had to retire from performing. In 2002 he came back to Entertainment

but this time as an Agent and has never looked back working with some amazing performers.

We operate to the rules of HMRC and Companies House, all our roster work fulltime in the entertainments

industries and showbiz and submit at the end of every �nancial year their accounts. Unlike a lot of other acts, you

may see around in pubs and clubs all have full-time jobs and their Friday’s and Saturdays are just pin money,

whereas our performers it’s a career and they are constantly investing in their acts or show, with props or new

professionally made costumes or new pa equipment.

We visit every booking we have made with us to check with our performers to make sure they have everything they

need and importantly make sure our client is happy. We always do a full sound check with all our performers and

will go in every corner of the room so that we know everyone can hear the sound ok and if they are issues we are on

site to correct it. 

M R Tribute Acts UK Agency takes great pride in supplying the very best Tribute Acts and Tribute Bands to all

occasions. There are tribute acts, tribute bands now to virtually every star imaginable. If you do not see what you are

looking for then please contact us, as we have a comprehensive roster of virtually every sort of act that you can

imagine or require! Our sound pricing structure also means that you get the best for your money. A Tribute Act or

Tribute Band can provide a similar experience for a fraction of the cost to the actual star or celebrity! Whoever your

favourite artist, chances are there is already a Tribute Act paying homage to them! We select our Tribute Acts very

carefully as there are so many bad acts on the circuit. Our Tributes acts must have the total character and how they

act. Their sound must be very like to the person they are a tribute and the stars mannerism is a must. There is

nothing more fabulous than seeing our Tribute Acts going down a storm and really owning their audience.

 

 When you book with Mike Russ Entertainments you truly are booking a top professional artists or one of the best-

talented performers. Ross Sykes doesn’t mess, he always gave a �rst-class show and now he ensures you to have a

�rst-class show with his performers.

Our Customer Service and Our Promise. 
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Corporate Events & Wedding Packages
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Corporate Events & Wedding Packages
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Corporate Brochure
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Corporate Brochure
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M R Tribute Acts UK Agency
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https://www.mregroup.co.uk/hire-tributes-acts-tribute-bands-uk-tributes/

.

Click on the pics above to take you to their own pro�le page on the website where you can read about them and

watch them perform from their pre CORVID-19 shows performing live in front of a live audience.

With all our Tribute acts we can arrange a Virtual Surprise to your friends or family members for either their

Birthday, Passing their Exams or even a Wedding Anniversary . You can book them for 30 mins; 20 minute

performance and 10 minute Questions and Answers .   Give us a Call on 0207 971 1365 today or email

enquiries@mregroup.co.uk

Mike Russ Tribute Acts UK Agency takes great pride in supplying the very best Tribute Acts and Tribute Bands to all

occasions. There are tribute acts, tribute bands now to virtually every star imaginable. If you do not see what you are

looking for then please contact us, as we have a comprehensive roster of virtually every sort of act that you can

imagine or require! Our sound pricing structure also means that you get the best for your money.  

A Tribute Act or Tribute Band can provide a similar experience for a fraction of the cost to the actual star or

celebrity! Whoever your favourite artist, chances are there is already a Tribute Act paying homage to them! We

select our Tribute Acts very carefully as there are so many bad acts on the circuit. Our Tributes acts must have the

total character and how they act. Their sound must be very like to the person they are a tribute and the stars

mannerism is a must. There is nothing more fabulous than seeing our Tribute Acts going down a storm and really

owning their audience.

M R Tribute Acts UK Agency
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Ross Sykes is still very active in the business despite his disabilities from an accident he had in 2007 but one thing

that he promises is the best service and the best entertainment you can imagine and giving you and your guests or

customers a fantastic evening of entertainment. In today’s market everything is done over the internet with emailing

etc but when you’re dealing with Mike Russ Entertainments you get the perfect package of great entertainment, �rst

class customer service and Ross or one of his agent’s attends every booking that we receive to take away the added

pressure of worrying if the entertainment will turn up ect. We will check in our entertainers, ensure a fullsound

check has been carried out and once we are halfway through the �rst set we then disappear quietly for you to enjoy

the rest of your evening.  

“Our Promise to you” is you will be supplied fantastic entertainment and you can de�nitely rely on “Mike Russ”

Entertainments (MRE) Group Ltd for outstanding entertainment and �rst-class customer service. We will always try

and surpass your expectations of dealing with an entertainments company that really does care about your event! 

We go that extra mile in making sure the entertainment we provide is good enough if it was the entertainment that

we were going to book.

Sadly with the rise of fraud the world is coming too, with scam agents or companies being set up by un skilled and un

experience agencies or companies that are not a registered business with the government because they are claiming

bene�ts themselves and dont want to get caught, makes the job harder for those professional entertainments

agencies who are working hard to make an honest living. So that you know you’re dealing with a professional

entertainments companies we do attend all bookings, so that we get to meet our customers face to face as well as a

catch up with our performers but importantly to assist the booker and to alleviate some of the stress we check in all

our entertainers and make sure they set up without an issues and carry out a full sound check and to organise their

dressing room with tea, coffee, dinner ect and to make sure they go on stage on time. Once they are halfway through

their �rst set, if you’re happy we quietly disappear to enjoy the rest of your evening. We are available to all our

bookers 24/7 and we want to make sure that we your event is a huge success because if it is then we sucessful too.

Our Service and Our Promise
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You can put any text here

Just a Few of our Amazing Acts
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Mike Russ Entertainments Group 


